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Photographs of extraordinary hair styles which will inspire anyone
concerned with fashion, beauty, and visual lifestyle Throughout history,
hairstyles have got conferred position.This book celebrates the art of
hair. Marie-Antoinette’s contemporaries competed to pile their locks
outrageously high; 250 illustrations in color and black and white From
African tribal fashions to today’s new creations, each chapter explores
a style such as braids, curls, chignons, short crops, Mohawks, plus some
wilder extremes. Cleopatra wore elaborate braids; Hair expresses our
individuality, and style designers, photographers, and design gurus love
its infinite options. Rare archival images match fabulous work by
stellar photographers including Duane Michals, Martin Parr, Patrick
Demarchelier, Jean-Paul Goude, Herb Ritts, Helmut Newton, Robert
Mapplethorpe, David LaChapelle, Nan Goldin, and others. They are
accompanied by witty and educated contributions from fashion stars and
world-renowned stylists from Vidal Sassoon, Orlando Pita, Julien d’Ys,
and Sam McKnight to queen of burlesque Dita Von Teese, Nicole Tucker
(Alicia Keys's hairstylist), and Kathy Phillips, previous beauty editor
at Vogue. punk fashion produced a fetish of spiked and dyed hair.
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NOT a pictorial background of hairstyles more than the age groups-
unless your time and effort span is usually limited to post 1960. Dated
and irrelevant.laurent philippon is the creative director of the world
acclaimed Bumble and Bumle. Instead it is a very attractive glossy book
primarily photographs from the 20th Century-Hollywood films
superstars,and past due 20th C "designer haircuts" of varied celebrities
enjoying their a quarter-hour of fame. This is an amazing book for
hairdressers and anyone thinking about fashion , beauty and history.
Loved Great book Five Stars Saw this in a beauty salon - had to have for
my granddaughter - hair, artists and personalities. without vision.In
order a "pretty picture book" it succeeds,but mainly because an overview
of womens hairstyles over the ages it really is off not a lot of use due
to it's obsession with the 1960-2010 period. A treasure and a must have.
Horribly book; A espresso table will need to have for hair performers!!
Came in original packaging! Plenty of knowledge and creative locks! This
is absolutely a photographic history of hair! For the love of hair and
art! Its pretentious and all around bad. I have approved it around to
additional stylists who like the art of locks. Awesome!!! Awesome book!
Many thanks. Ideal for stylist or anyone interested in the history and
art of great hair! She said it had been one of her favorite gifts.
Philippon's hair styles are camp and tacky. She said it was among her
favorite gifts. Great book Excellent inspirational reference. A must
read! Book description means that this in an illustrated HISTORY of hair
styles... Gave this to your daughter-in-law for Xmas. Don't waste your
money on this book. Love it! A must have ! I love my new book therefore
much.!!! Excellent book! Truly gorgeous. The advongard pictorial will
excite and stimulate the artist in virtually any hairdresser and astound
the novice.(As in over the centuries). It is truly beautiful .
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